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Diolch Moylgrove, Thank you.
Thank you to all our kind neighbours who supported both Kath and me while
I was in hospital, and before and afterwards too. It reminded us what a lovely
place we live in – not just the scenery, but the people as well! We’re very lucky
to live here.
Alan, Pantywylan
Thursdays are for me the highlight of the week. Shopping is delivered by
charming people who seem to be in no hurry to rush away, and are happy to
engage in lots of chat – sometimes putting the world to rights. I even think
about what I might wear on a Thursday so I don’t look too peculiar, William
doesn’t give it quite so much thought.
From the beginning of the pandemic there seemed to be an amazing network of support in the village, very efficiently organised, it was, and is, a great
comfort, and although I look forward to the end of lockdown life is so peaceful and agreeable I am nervous about the resumption of ‘normality’. Thankyou, thank-you to all the volunteers.
Pam Ashcroft, Cwm Tawel
A few grateful words for are lovely neighbours and friends Mark and Tracey
to thank them for their incredible kindness and thoughtfulness over the past
strange year. This has really helped both of us and reassured our family that
we are well and ok living in this very special village.
regards,
Tim and Margaret.
We are so fortunate to live in this beautiful place and there are many thank
you’s on my list.
•
Cig Dewi James for essentials- gin, cheese, crab, bbq packs, and Dydd
Gwyl Dewi hampers.
•
Dorothy and Eileen for ‘Dancing in the street’.
•
Mick and Sue for Queens run on Thursdays.
•
Mark and Tracey for fun Whats app messages and special home made
meals and bread.
•
All the villagers who have let their camellias run riot.
•
All the kind people who stop to chat on the daily circuit around the bay.
•
Diolch i Lloyd am stopio a siarad gyda fi yng Nghymraeg bob tro hefyd.
•
Village suppliers- milk, papers, veg, beer, whole food, organics- you name
it we are able to sustain ourselves here thanks to local businesses.
•
All the wonderful people who have bought, donated and planted bulbs
and flowers up and down the village recently and in days gone by.
•
Sez and family for building snowmen on top of their car.
•
The Plant family for having fun and stopping to chat in the torrential rain.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Katie, Blythe and Heath for dropping off glass at my door.
Flo and Blythe for appearing at the top of the village accessorised in purple, including a sleeping bag coat and some huge earrings.
TPL (Toad Protection League) on behalf of local frogs and toads.
Kathy for pushing forward the magazine, Judy and her team for distributing, Emrys for stepping in to do print lay out and Alan for kindly printing it.
Rachy and Ian for the cheese and goat photos, wonderful to see them and
thank the goats for eating all our Christmas trees this year- who knew!
Sue for setting up Moylgrove Connected.
Pip for the lamb photos.
Kingsley for sloes that are making sloe gin for Christmas 2021
Vanessa, Eileen, Mike and Dorothy for the book swapping.

Most of all, thank you to Wales for beating England, England for beating
France, Ireland for beating Scotland and Scotland for beating France to make
Wales winners of the Six Nations Championship 2021.
Finally, thank you to everyone who lives here for playing your part in making
this a very special place to live.
Looking forward to the summer and Operation Reclaim the Bay, swimming,
BBQ’s and sunshine.
Wishing you all Endless Summer Vibes.
Dagmarr

Throughout the lockdown we have received deliveries from Go Mango, Ray
was one of the first small businesses to offer support to the village for people
that were unable to shop for themselves by delivering first to Dagmarr and
Simon who then kindly distributed the shopping, then later Kathy received
the boxes and Alan and Kingsley distributed. So I would like to say a big thank
you and as we open up more opportunities to shop again for ourselves the Go
Mango deliveries have ceased.
Kathy Slark
A massive thank you from all the Penwaun goats to Pete and Lez from the
garden centre for collecting the Moylegrove village Christmas trees and
delivering them to Penwaun. Thank you also to everyone who donated their
old tree for the goats Christmas dinner! They were nibbled clean and are now
having a second life as goat barriers as part of the ongoing battle to keep
goats from breaking into our hay fields!
Rachy

Easy recipes
Cauliflower and Bean stew
Cauliflower stew is so simple because you literally put all the
ingredients into a pan and let it cook! The hardest part is the chopping
and grating.
1 tblspn Olive Oil
2 tbspns Balsamic vinegar
Cauliflower broken into small florets
1 Red onion - chopped
1 large Carrot - grated
2 cloves of Garlic - crushed.
1 tin of Haricot Beans, Canellini Beans, or Flageolet Beans
2 Bay leaves
A handful of chopped Parsley
Salt and Pepper
Water
If you prefer it to be thicker, simply mix a little water with cornflour, add
to the stew and bring to the boil)
Put all the ingredients into a pan and cover with water. Bring to the
boil, then simmer until cooked (15 - 30 mins).
Carrot, Walnut and Thyme Soda Bread.
This soda bread recipe requires no kneading or proving.
250g Plain Flour
250g Wholemeal Flour
1 tsp Salt
1 tsp Bicarbonate of Soda
150g Carrots - grated
75g Walnuts - chopped
Leaves from 2 large sprigs of thyme
300ml plain yogurt mixed with a good squeeze of lemon juice
125ml milk.
Cover a baking sheet with parchment paper. Put in the oven and set
to 230c.
Stir flours, salt and bicarbonate of soda in a large bowl.
Add carrots, walnuts and thyme.

Stir in the yogurt and enough milk to form a soft dough.
On a floured surface shape the dough into a ball. Remove the baking
sheet from the oven and place the dough ball onto it. Make two deep
slashes in a cross shape across the top of the dough. Sprinkle over
some wholemeal flour.
Bake for 15 mins then turn down the oven temperature to 200c and
continue baking for 20 -25 mins until baked through. The bottom of
the bread should sound Hollow when tapped.
Goes very well with the cauliflower stew.
It’s great for a lunch on a day like today. Happy cooking and baking!
Mark

Hello Moylgrove
We’ve got quite a story as to why we ended up here : Simon, Katie, Blythe and Heath are the new owners of Bryngwyn. We moved here from
Kent after a two year search in Wales. We sold our house in 2020, went
to New Zealand to visit family and were lockdown in NZ for 3 months.
On our return to the UK we lived in our campervan hunting for a new
home in Wales. Simon is now a carpenter & writer with a background
of working in the film industry. Katie is an artist and complementary
therapist. Katie has set up a treatment room at Bryngwyn ready to see
clients for massage, reflexology etc once lockdown restrictions ease.
Katie & Simon worked as art and film senior lecturers at the University
for the Creative Arts in Kent for near twenty years before deciding to
both change careers, retrain and move to Wales to try a different way
of life and to raise their children closer to nature in a beautiful part of
the world.
A long story summed up!
Many thanks
Katie Welsford P.G.C.E, BA (Hons), FHT, V.T.C.T.
Complementary Therapist
www.katiewelsford.com

Pembrokeshire Community Transport Update
Working with Pembrokeshire Voluntary Transport, Fflecsi offers bus
services over North West Pembrokeshire.
Services run different routes each day to ensure that all people in the
area can use the service. Trips must be booked in advance.
You can travel anywhere in the area. Fflecsi Adult return start from £4
or £6 for longer journeys. Children can travel for as little as £1.50 return,
remember that Welsh concession card holders travel for free and
young person My Travel Pass is also accepted
How does it work?
Fflecsi buses pick you up and drop you off in the service area and not
just at a bus stop. A bus picks you up at your request, changing its
route so that all passengers can get to where they need to go. fflecsi is
designed to help people make essential local journeys.
Book in advance using the app or by calling 0300 234 0300. You’ll
be able to choose from a range of services. The services have been
designed so that everyone in Northwest Pembrokeshire has travel
options each week. This is a really big area, so services vary from day to
day – fflecsi may serve one village one day and another the next.

Local Scheduled Bus Service – Poppit Rocket.
The bus runs between Cardigan – Moylegrove – Newport on a
Thursday during the Winter months. Currently the service is for
essential journeys only but as we come into the summer a revised
timetable should be issued with at least 2 days covered per week. I will
publish updates on the Village Notice boards. Traditionally the summer
timetable starts in May. Remember the motto “Use it or lose it”
Judi
Note: Alan the bus driver recently retired after 15 years of service,
members of the village came out to wave him past on his last journey
to retirement.

Moylegrove in Spring Bloom
A host of golden daffodils awaits both visitors and residents in Moylegrove
thanks to a wonderful gift that Henk and Wendy have given to the village.
Henk and Wendy loved Moylegrove and the community here but wanted to
buy their dream home in Holland selling Penwaun to Rachel and Ian back in
2019. When they left they also wanted to give something to the village that
everyone could enjoy and as daffodils are both Welsh and Dutch we thought
that this was the perfect way to cheer everyone in the village for years to
come. Pete from Penrallt ordered all the bulbs and on two days just before
Wales went into its circuit breaker in October and the day after after it ended
in November a number of suitably clad volunteers with trowels, spades and
the odd pick axe planted a vast quantity of bulbs from the triangle through
the village and up the bends out of the village. Volunteers also took some to
plant in the village containers and round the bay. Thank you Henk and Wendy
for your everlasting gift and thank you to all the people involved with the
planting, the resulting colourful display has really cheered us up, especially
this year.

Crazy Characters
Throughout the lockdowns, you might have looked out your window
to see a very odd sight indeed. A couple of crazy kids taking photos
of each other around Moylegrove, at about 3 o’clock-dressed as the
craziest characters imaginable! From schoolgirl vampires to banana
people, killer clowns to Hollywood stars, and punks to downright
weirdo’s, we’ve done them all. We hope they cheer you up and make
you laugh as much as they do to us, and don’t hesitate to talk to us if
you see us on our strolls!
Flo and Blythe.

A tribute to John Farler Fletcher
It is with great sadness that we say farewell to John Fletcher,
affectionally known as “The Boss” who died peacefully on 20th March
2021 aged 92 years. John was born in Sutton Coldfield in 1929 and was
the second eldest of 4 children. Following his dream to be a farmer
he enrolled at Usk Agricultural College, where he studied hard and
played rugby at No. 8. Despite his lofty size at 6’ 6”, he always took a
hammering on the field and never knew whether it was because he
was the biggest player or because he was an Englishman! In those
days he worked part-time on the Gower in South Wales and was a
keen horseman. He ploughed with Shire horses and paying tribute

to those memories – “George” the Shire led the funeral procession on
26th March to St Andrews Church Yard. The family were very moved by
the love and support shown by friends and neighbours who lined the
route – thank you all.
John met the love of his life, Dot, in 1949 when he was admitted to
Sutton Coldfield Cottage Hospital with an emergency appendicitis.
Dot was a young nurse at the time and was tasked with holding his
feet as he was too long for the operating table! The couple married in
1952 and spent much of their early married life working as farmhands
in South Pembrokeshire. In 1955, after a lucky £100 Pools win and a
gift of a sow, they were able to buy their first farm – Ysguborwen in
St. Dogmaels. With just one cold water tap, no flushing toilets and
nothing in the way of home luxuries, they got on with it. With a lot of
encouragement from the Bank Manager, they bought Penrallt Ceibwr
in 1964, a remarkable place with the space to grow their dairy herd and
crops. With an eye for diversification, the couple soon expanded into
the tourism business. With a busy guesthouse, restaurant, and farm to
run they showed great resilience and determination throughout their
working lives.
John had a wicked sense of humour and was an outrageous practical
joker. He entertained guests from behind the bar with funny stories
and goings on of the day. On several occasions he brought a pony
into the dining room whist Dot was trying to dish up! He was honest,
generous and kind, and would be the first to help neighbours
and friends. John was also a founder member of the Moylegrove
Coastguard Cliff Rescue Team and loyally served the team for 20 odd
years. In later life he joined Cardigan Rotary and raised funds for the
Shoe Box Scheme. John loved jigsaw puzzles, and often lent a hand to
charity shops to make sure all the pieces were there so they could be
sold on.
Above all, John was a family man. With 4 children, and 29
grandchildren and great grandchildren, he had no choice! Cuddles,
mickey taking, chauffeuring were all part of the daily routine. A softy at
heart, he always bought flowers for Dot, and after 68 years of marriage
he was devoted to her until the end.
So, there you have it... John Farler Fletcher, a BIG man in every sense,
who left a legacy. “The Boss” of Penrallt and, like George.... he was a
Gentle Giant.

A memory of John Fletcher in his coast guard days from Tim

Gentle Giants
As the impact of Coronavirus began to hit in Spring 2020 with all of our
bookings cancelled for the rest of the year we needed to think of an
alternative way to keep the horses active whilst helping to pay the bills.
Our new venture of Shire Horse Drawn Carriage Rides with Afternoon Tea
began in late July when restrictions were eased. We welcomed visitors for
a 1 hour carriage ride pulled by 2 of our Shires followed by an Afternoon Tea
(supplied by Penrallt Garden Centre) on the lawn overlooking the Preseli
Mountains and Irish Sea. We were thrilled to welcome so many visitors in
the short season that was left with many buying gift vouchers for friends or
booking to come again in 2021. With the majority of our 2021 wedding and
show bookings already cancelled we hope to run the prebooked carriage
rides most days of the week and look forward to welcoming visitors as soon as
restrictions are eased. To keep up to date with latest availability please follow
us on Facebook @GentleGiantsShireHorses or call John on 07813 174886
Thank you John & Stacy

Winter lockdown days.
The long dark Welsh winter days have been enjoyable despite the
lockdown. With the children out of school we have been getting out
for lots more walks and explorations, with more time at home we have
really been able to fully absorb ourselves in our surroundings. Most
days we find ourselves down on the beach searching for sea treasures
we collect sea glass, driftwood, pebbles, pottery, plastics and other
debris that watches up on the beach ...some of which we recycle, use
as decoration or turn into various forms of art and craft... It is amazing
where inspiration can be found!
On one such winter walk down to the bay we were amazed to see
icicles on the beach and the rocks were covered in ice some of it
trapping running water behind it, making mesmerizing patterns.
We were also lucky enough to get out for a play in the snow a few
times. We rarely see much snow at
Tyllwyd being so close to the sea that can be disappointing for the kids,
me as well, I love a bit of snow! Luckily there’s often some to be found
not far away on snow days.
We made miniature snowmen one day ...that was all our sprinkling
allowed for, yet they were resplendent despite their size.
We are so grateful that we live in this wonderful place with all its
wondrous scenery, wildlife and beauty. The pandemic has reminded
me of the importance of slowing down, taking time to just be and
enjoying what we have. It’s all too easy in this fast modern world to get
caught up with wanting more and doing more, much to the detriment
of ourselves and our society.
by Sarah Briton-Smith

Hair Tips From a village Hairdresser
SHAMPOO
Always wash your hair twice! Its amazing the difference this will make.
The first shampoo will cleanse your hair by removing dirt, pollution and
styling products. The second shampoo will let the product do its job by
nourishing, volumising, hydrating etc.
Shampooing your hair 1-3 times a week is perfect.
Please use a sulphate free shampoo. Sulphates strip the hair of natural
oils and is not good for coloured hair.
CONDITIONER
Conditioner should be used from the mid lengths to the ends. A
conditioner should be chosen on the condition of the hair, dry? Limp?
Normal? Oily?
For some people with limp or oily hair conditioner Isn’t needed at all
while others with dry hair should use a treatment conditioning mask
once a week in-between they’re usual conditioner.
Its essential to keep your hair hydrated, this keeps you hair shiny,
pliable, strong and healthy
STYLING
First and fore most please use a heat protection spray, this will stop
split-ends, discolouration and dehydration. Even if you don’t use heat
tools on your hair this spray will protect against the sun and UV light
damage.
There are so many styling products out there and it can be very
confusing. Your hairdresser will take time with you to decide on what
you need. Never be scared to ask for advice, that’s what we are here for!
If you can afford salon products then use them, the ingredients and
technology surpass anything found in a supermarket.
A TIP FOR GROWING YOUR HAIR FROM A SHORT TO LONGER STYLE
Just a little tip, if you have grown your hair over lockdown like it and
are in two minds whether to cut it or not as it looks a crazy mess, have
the back of your hair cut and neatened up and have the tinest trim off
the front, top and sides. You’ll be amazed how this brings it back into a
style and lets the top layers catch up with the rest giving you a longer
look overall.
Xan From XAN HAIR STUDIO XXX

Sea Swimming
One of the nicer things to happen in 2020 was the increased popularity
of outdoor swimming. Across the UK outdoor pools and lidos have
reported record attendance and even extended their opening hours
into the winter to cope with demand. For those of us lucky enough to
live on the coast, wild swimming groups have seen a huge increase
in membership as increasing numbers of swimmers want to throw
themselves into the sea (regulations allowing), generally without a
wetsuit but with a wooly hat. One of these groups, The Blue Tits, was
started right here in Pembrokeshire and Blue Tit flocks can now be
found all along the Welsh coast and elsewhere! Back in the summer a
new Blue Tit Flock was set up at Poppit Sands and quickly attracted a
lovely bunch of swimmers who met most days for a socially distanced
swim and a natter, including Moylegrove’s resident Tits Sheila, Janie
and Rachel. When regulations allowed we packed up a lunchtime
picnic and explored other beaches including Aberporth, Mwnt,
Aberfforest, Pwllgwaelod, Cwm yr Eglwys and Newport as well as our
own Ceibwr and Pwll Y Wrach. We have even tried night swimming at
Cwm yr Eglwys where, as soon as the head torches were switched off,
the water lit up with tiny blue phosphorescent plankton as we swam.

There are many health reasons to get involved in outdoor swimming
(one of the more recent findings is that cold water swimming is

thought to slow the onset of dementia), but for us the main reason is
the friendship that comes from being part of a lovely group of people
who all share the same interest, plus the adrenaline rush that comes
from plunging into chilly water (a little too exhilarating at the current
sea temperature of 5 degrees C) and the glow that comes when you’re
bundled back up in four jumpers and sipping a flask of tea.
In November, the Blue Tits launched the Arctic Flappers Winter
challenge of swimming at least 20 times in 21 weeks until March 2021
- Sheila, Janie and Rachel have all signed up, so if you see one of us
heading through the village bundled up and glowing like a sunburned
Michelin man you’ll know we’ve just been for a dip!
If anyone fancies joining us for a swim we have a WhatsApp group to
keep everyone in the loop and you’d be welcome to join us anytime!
Rachy - Penwaun

Help Arrives for CT
For new friends in the community, Cymdeithas Trewyddel (CT) is the village
charity responsible for managing the Old School Hall and organising events
and activities. It also has a broader role to look after the village and members
of the community, for more details visit moylgrove.wales.
The hall has been closed for over 12 months due to Covid issues, so no income
has been generated but ongoing costs still need to be covered. Fortunately
help has been at hand, to address the adverse impact of lockdowns we
applied for and received 5 grants totalling £23,000 from Pembrokeshire
County Council.
These non repayable grants have more than covered our routine costs
so we are using some of this money to address much needed building
maintenance. This includes redecorating the inside and outside of the
hall and renovating old windows to address the ongoing leakage and
condensation problems. Much of the work has been completed and should all
be finished before we open again.
The Enhancing Pembrokeshire grant we received last year has been used to
purchase and install the storage building now visible at the back of the hall.
This grant also covers the purchase of demountable staging which should
be arriving soon. This staging will be stored in our new building and erected
in the hall to enhance talks and entertainment events. We are all looking
forward to these!
Kingsley Chesworth, Co Chair Cymdeithas Trewyddel

Environmental Report
As we were not been able to venture very far during lockdown a lot of us were
taking the opportunity to exercise closer to home particularly around the bay
and through the woods. As we had more time to stop and stare we noticed
the finer details of nature and the environment around us. The bluebells
were a particular highlight this year with a backdrop of campion, the aromas
of wild garlic and occasional treat of an orchid if you were particularly lucky.
Walking around also gave people the opportunity to chat and exchange
wildlife sightings among other musings. These included choughs, an otter,
an orca whale, peregrine falcon, rock pipits, swallows, nesting kestrels and
numerous sea birds. In our back gardens we were very pleased to see our
hedgehogs increasing in numbers and discover the antics of a resident fox,
along with watching the wonderful world of insects unfold before our eyes.
During this time we were also able to reflect on how lucky we are to live here,
other people are so fortunate.
Since the end of lockdown visitor numbers have increased significantly and
whilst the majority of visitors respect the area there have been a number
of incidents that have been reported to the authorities. Issues include
inconsiderate parking, antisocial behaviour, overnight camping and BBQs, as
well as not following the Covid-19 regulations. These issues have been taken
up with the activity providers, the National Park, the National Trust and the
police.
I’ve recently met with James Roden of the National Trust. James wants to
thank members of the community for their ongoing commitment in looking
after Ceibwr and is grateful for all the reports and photos we send him. The
NT are looking to work more closely with the National Park and the police in
managing the issues in future. The NT rangers are now monitoring the bay
on a regular basis as far as resource allows and will try to move campers on
where appropriate (unfortunately they do not have any formal authority to do
so at the moment).
It’s worth noting that this situation is replicated along the Pembrokeshire
Coast, and further afield and that compared to some other locations Ceibwr
is relatively unscathed. With your ongoing support and vigilance we can
continue to welcome visitors safely into the environment to enjoy and respect
our nature and beautiful coastline.
Sue Sturges 881825

Nevern Church Bells
The bells of St Brynach’s Church in
Nevern haven’t been rung in 120 years
(although some have been chimed
– clonked from the side, not at all
the same sound). But now the tower
and bells have been renovated, and
augmented by new bells cast in Italy
to make an impressive ring of ten bells
– one of only seven in Wales. Now that
the bells are in full swing, the local
band is looking forward to ringing
the changes once restrictions are
sufficiently lifted.
Bishop Joanna Penberthy blesses the
bells before they are lifted into the
tower. Photo © Peter Heard LRPS

Moylegrove calendar 2022
Sarah Briton-Smith has kindly
offered to illustrate a calendar
for the village for 2022. If you
would like to submit a photo
that you have taken from any
part of Moylegrove she will use
this and create an illustration
for every month. You can drop
them in her letter box or send
via email sezyb@hotmail.co.uk
Sarah trained as an illustrator
at Falmouth College of Art.
Her style will suit the beautiful
scenery we have all around
Moylegrove and Ceibwr.
For each copy sold £1 will
be donated to the village
fundraising.

Moylgrove’s new ultrafast broadband
This year, Moylgrove and the surrounding area will get a modern
internet service, with much better speed and quality than
anything on offer at present.
You can get it installed free, and running costs are low.
In the past few decades there have been huge changes under the manholes
of the phone network. Nearly all internet and phone traffic between towns
and countries is now carried by glass fibres buried under the roads or the sea.
Remember those poles with hundreds of wires alongside the railway lines?
Long out of date. Even the intercity radio links from the Post Office Tower
didn’t have the capacity we use nowadays. And by 2026, all phones will work
over the internet; the existing separate phone network will be switched off.
But we still have copper wires to our homes, just as our grandparents did. In
that green cabinet outside the Old School Hall, the optical fibres from the
world outside come to a stop, and the old wires struggle off on the last leg to
your house. And with them, flaky connections, slow speeds, and egg-frying
noises on the line – especially for those of us at the end of a long lane!
Now Pembrokeshire County Council has a scheme, backed by Government
funds, to bring the glass fibres all the way to our homes. While the scheme is
in operation, you can get the installation for nothing.
The fibre network in our area will be run by Broadway Partners broadband.
They are also setting up networks in Nevern and Crymych. Most of us
received a brochure from them recently.

The connection is faster and
more reliable than what we
have currently – especially if
you aren’t in the middle of the
village.

Ancient trunks

So what’s involved?
- A new cable to your house, strung along the existing poles. The new
cable contains a glass fibre instead of electrical wire.
- A new WiFi/broadband box.
- Existing phones can be connected to the box. (You can arrange to keep
your existing number.) Or you can just use your mobile via WiFi.
- Bills come from the new supplier.

What exactly does this make better?
-

Quality of video – e.g. on Netflix, BBC iPlayer, YouTube…
Quality of video calls – Zoom, Teams, Facetime, Skype, …
Backup and sharing in cloud storage – photos, music, …
Online games
Get your fibre
More than one of you at home? All the above but more so!
Reliability. The service will be much less prone to interruptions.

What happens if there’s a power cut or internet outage?
- You can get a battery backup that keeps your connection going in the
event of a power cut.
- If there’s an internet outage generally, there will be no phone
connection. From 2026, this will be the case for all phones anyway.

My broadband’s good enough. Why should I bother?
- Bit like colour TV. B&W was fine until we saw next door’s!
- What about your successors in your house?
This improvement is likely to be the last for quite a long time, so that it
will gradually become standard across the UK and abroad. Our feeling
is that Fibre To The Premises will become like mains electricity: people
will come to expect it.
- It will be more expensive if you decide to go for it later. This is the
opportunity to get it installed for free.

Who’s the new supplier, then?
Broadway Partners were one of three bidders that expressed interest in the
Moylgrove installation.
A group of six of us who had particularly expressed interest in the scheme
took part in a call facilitated by PCC, in which the three bidders made their
pitches. On balance, Broadway convinced the majority of us that their
scheme was the best value for most residents, and most reliable.
Estimated completion is early next year.

Won’t they put their prices up once we’re connected to them?
At first, Broadway will be the only company providing service on the new
fibre connections. But in a year or two, there will be an Ofcom-regulated
scheme whereby they must allow competing operators to use the
connections (in the same way that you can currently buy phone service from
PlusNet or BT without changing your wires).
This gives us some assurance that prices won’t skyrocket as soon as we’re all
signed up.

Where does the scheme cover?
The project area includes Monington, Glanrhyd, Llantood, Bayvil and
Moylgrove. All premises in the area will all be able to
get free installation on the initial offering –
Broadway will write to us offering the service.
98 households and 47 businesses have expressed
interest to date (which is about 46% of the phone
connections in the area).

Is this something to do with the new mobile phone mast?
No, quite separate. The low-power pole opposite the Garden Centre will
provide local coverage for mobile phones and the emergency services.
Alan Wills, Pantywylan

Gill’s recipe Vegan Cannelloni
Vegan cannelloni tubes(on line)
baking dish/tray
onion
leeks
carrots
courgettes
assorted peppers
tin of green lentils
garlic
parsnip
any veg you want to put in
dried/fresh chives
Italian herbs (Go Mango, ask for scoop of pizza herbs)
vegie stock cubes/powder
toms, fresh or tinned, if fresh, skin first by dipping in boiling water for few
seconds then skin will just rub off
red wine, just because.
tom puree
some water, if you think it needs it...or more wine!
For vegan ‘cheez’ sauce:
vegan Applewood smoked ‘cheez’ (Tesco)
cashew nuts
Golden yeast flakes (Go Mango or Aldi)
carrot
onion
garlic
aqua faba ( water from tin of chick peas or any pulses, i use the water from
the lentils in sauce, see above.)
casava flour(on line)
dried chives
pink salt
black pepper
dollop of set coconut oil
Topping: Spinach, toms, chives, grated applewood smoked ‘cheeze’.
Any sauces left over can be stored in sterilized, vacuum jars in fridge for few
weeks, i always make about 10 jars of ‘cheezy’ sauce, ‘cos it’s yummy and can
be used for vegan cauli and mac ‘cheez’, vegan lasagne, jacket spuds, ‘cheezy’
toasties or just as a ‘cheezy’ spread.
Cannelloni sauce can be stored in the same way, can be used for vegan
lasagne, spag bol, in a chilli with added ingredients, vegan moussaka, vegan
curry, sheperds pie, vegan pasties,

wherever you fancy takes you.
Chop all veg quite small ( you have to stuff cannelloni tubes remember, don’t
want big chunks)
(I don’t bother to saute my veg, just adds calories, tastes no different my way.)
Put all diced veg in pot, add toms, herbs, garlic, wine, vegie stock etc..... cook
till veg is soft, have a taste,( ALWAYS taste) add more of whatever you think it
needs, no rules here....more wine maybe? drain lentils, keep aqua faba, you’ll
need later for cashew ‘cheez’.
Lay pasta tubes in non stick or oiled dish, stand on end and fill with vegie mix,
with teaspoon, then just lay down, no, NOT you, the pasta tubes! Put to one
side, going to make vegan, ‘cheez’, sauce now, you can always make a vegie
cheese sauce in regular way, but cashew
‘cheez’ is vegan, yummy and gives you good protein, your choice, but hey,
we’re in lockdown, go for it, try something new!!!
In a saucepan put cashew nuts, large carrot, big onion, as much garlic as
you like, water to cover, about 2 inches above nuts, keep checking, top up if
needed, roughly chop onion and carrot, garlic can be left whole ‘cos it’s all
going to be blitzed anyway. Cook till all soft, remove from heat, add dollop of
c’nut oil, big pinch or two of golden yeast flakes, casava flour, aqua faba, all
of it, return to low heat, and blitz over the heat, till smooth, add chives, pink
salt and black pepper, and stir in, taste, you can always add grated smoked,
applewood ‘cheez’ if you want stronger taste, always taste as you go along,
but there will be lots of it grated on top as well.
The ‘cheez’ will be quite thick so add some cashew milk to it, i make my own
but that’s another story, you can buy cashew milk in Tesco, not as good as
homemade, but what is? Remember, you want sauce, so take out as much
cashew ‘cheez’ as needed for it, ‘cos the rest can be stored, you can thin that
out as and when needed, or as i said, use as ‘cheezy’ spread.
Steam a bag of spinach, squeeze water out and spread over pasta tubes.
When you have the consistancy you like for ‘cheez’ sauce, pour over pasta
tubes, i like loads, make sure tubes are covered well, grate vegan, applewood,
smoked ‘cheeze’ over the top, loads. Sprinkle some chives over, slice some
toms as well, if you fancy and bake in oven till bubbly, golden and very
yummy, probs half an hour to 40 mins, depending on oven. I put foil on for
first 20 mins, loosely, then finish off open.
Only one prob, ‘folks of Moylegrove’, i don’t weigh or measure anything i make,
all done by ‘eye’.... i know!!! pain in the backside or what?? But hey, we’re in
lockdown, have a ‘play’, something to do!!
There are 20 tubes of cannelloni in tray in pic, just about to go in oven......
sluuurrrp! Serve with nice big salad, or whatever.

TRAFFIC CONCERNS
A short while ago I got to hear about concerns for the speed of the traffic
through the village, largely involving the hill and folk living at the top end.
We of course at the bottom also live with the same problem as most of the
properties front the main road.
As everyone gets a copy of the Newsletter I’m hoping I can reach all involved
with I hope, a helpful note concerning our own involvement of years ago to
put a few points to bed and save you all some time in agonizing over what, if
any, action to take.
At Mount Pleasant, opposite the telephone exchange, two steps from our
front door takes us into the road but in the full knowledge of the danger to
our then 8 year old son and Border Collie, we wanted and therefore bought
the house anyway. OK, in was quieter then – 19 years ago – but we always
knew time would increase the volume and so it’s proved. Careful training was
necessary. Options considered – decision made, never regretted.
Some years later when building our top entrance opposite the school,
involvement with the Highways Dept over lines of sight occasioned a friendly
and practical off the record chat with a senior member of the department
about growing traffic volumes and what concerned measures one could
contemplate and what anyway might actually work on our narrow and
dangerous hill. It soon became apparent that traffic calming is easy on main
roads but on roads like our hill a very different matter. He summarized the
principle methods as follows.
Speed limits. We all know 20mph would be better than 30mph but no-one
takes any notice anyway unless there is visual enforcement.
Warning signs. Nobody takes any notice of them either and we live in
unspoiled villages like ours to get away from ever growing sign pollution.
Sleeping Policemen or speed bumps. Two many required to be effective on
a long stretch of hill and would prove a problem for farm traffic. Particularly
animal carrying vehicles or trailers, farm traffic has prioritized this road since
Moses was a boy. We’re new around here.
Narrowing into a one way system with priority arrows. Pointless for farm
traffic, commercial vehicles like the milk tanker and the bus etc., the road is
already too narrow.
Cameras. The most effective, at least 2 would be required, too expensive and
rarely approved and who wants those kind of eyesores in our village anyway.
I began to see his point!
An organized complaint will bring about a response involving a speed and
traffic volume measuring cable across the road to verify validity of claim, such
as happened in 2016. The results brought no further action.

Not really surprised, to be fair, if you watch, most of the traffic off season is
local folk nearly all of whom are sensible observers of the conditions. Those
travelling at 30 mph which we know is actually too fast, observed up close
in confined space look as though they’re speeding but aren’t and therefore
recorded as such. There is always going to be the odd looney recorded as well,
for whom no expensive solution outside culling will work. In the season when
the visitors are about, they’re usually just cruising so no problem. Result – no
further action required and hiding to nothing experienced. Was it really worth
it? Conclusion, I guess we’re all obliged to live with the ever growing problems
of traffic. Imagine all electric cars, we won’t even hear our time about to come!
At the time of the conversation and for many years thereafter, there were
no children living within the effected area so understandable concern for
their involvement never arose. Had it done so, no doubt our man would have
reflected that careful training in the dangers would be significant and playing
in the road itself too dangerous to allow. For the rest of us, never mind the
ever growing traffic volumes, walking the hill which has some dark passaging,
has always been hazardous, particularly without high-viz overwear, so care has
always been necessary. Unaccompanied children on the hill is not and never
has been a good idea.
Meanwhile, high in the order of priorities for consideration by the Welsh
Government in the 2023 contemplated changes to national speed limits, is
the blanket 20mph limit for all villages currently under trial in St Dogs.
20mph would be good! Got to happen hasn’t it, be patient, there is hope.
Watch this space.
Terry Faulkner – Mount Pleasant.

A Little Bit of History

Faith and Mark new to Glan yr Afon were passed this picture by a friend of a
house in Moylergrove, but which one is it?

OUT & ABOUT
Since whenever, well for some years anyway, we were lucky, well not always, to
see one new arrival every 2 years or so taking up residence in the village. Now
suddenly in the last 15 months no less than 10 houses have been sold with a
raft (if that’s an appropriate collective) of new owners. The good news is they
all seem to have arrived to take up residence in the village rather than being
a mix of holiday home owners. So welcome one and all. We hope you find life
here pleasurable, peaceful and involving.
Under normal circumstances there is quite a lot going on at the old school
including a monthly coffee morning – 10am to Noon, first Wednesday
of every month – when getting to know you all and you us, can happen
easily and naturally. This is perhaps though a process of exposure – if you’ll
forgive the expression – you may not find altogether reassuring when it
finally happens! Meanwhile I notice exposure so far has been restricted to
welcoming messages of goodwill prompting responses of appreciation
from you but have you thought it through? Why are they being so nice you
may well have asked? To start with, the village committee - Cymdeithas
Trewyddel – generally referred to as CT - is about 6 volunteer members short
of its establishment! Helpers for Coffee Morning organization will be needed
when it starts up again! Litter patrols for the beach are always in short supply!
Volunteer help for school events will be needed when opened up again!
Get the idea? Upon reflection, have you got it right or have made an error of
judgement?
Meanwhile, while social intercourse is presently restricted in the way that it is,
perhaps a system of name badges could be devised like a medical conference
to avoid the embarrassment of bumping into a strange face while out for
a walk and your approach being rejected by a perfect stranger suspicious
of your intentions when introducing yourself. I myself was approached by a
strange face just the other day who quite politely enquired if I was a village
resident and when replying that I was, were asked if as a small close knit
community we had wife swopping parties. Not knowing who I was talking
to I was obliged to confess honestly (?) that having a demographic of largely
older retired folk we certainly had but with a major difference. Instead of the
car keys being thrown into the room, we had bi-focals, false teeth, hearing
aids, crutches, prosthetic limbs and surgical appliances. We also enjoyed
the midnight ritual gatherings in the woods. Was he thinking of joining in?
Response was declined!
It’s all pretty dead at the moment but if you’d like to learn more about the
village and its usual vibrancy, try a trip to the website www.moylgrove.wales –
click on Moylgrove then Cymdeithas Trewyddel to learn what CT does and has
done for the village over the years and you may be moved to join the team.
Whatever you do, please make sure you register with Pembrokeshire County

Council’s fibre optic internet proposal NOT the Welsh Govt register.
Yrret Renklauf – Roving Reporter.

Lest we Forget
You’re just a scrap of RNA
Not visible to the naked eye.
You cannot even reproduce
Unless my body you seduce
You worm yourself into my cells
Then treat them like five star hotels.
While I must wait among the queues
As you create a million yous.
No doubt you’ve brought us to our knees
Made us sweat and cough and sneeze.
Made some of us take to our bed,
While many others lie cold and dead.
Our restaurants, shops and pubs lie empty,
The parking spots are free and plenty.
I have no teeth, my hair is long.
The job I had is long since gone.
We may be down but we’re not beat
‘cause you my friend are in retreat!
You’ve failed to humble this proud nation
‘cause we’ve all had our vaccination!
Forget the cons, add up the pros.
Count our blessings and not our woes.
You’ve painted all those inglenooks
And see how good the garden looks.
You didn’t have to drive to work,
You simply joined the Zoom network.
You sat yourself in your best chair.
You didn’t even pay a fare.
So what have we learnt in this lockdown?
Put on a smile and not a frown.
Let’s hope we are more loving and good
And glad to be part of this great neighbourhood
Mac

Y CORNEL CYMRAEG
Dyma ni ar ôl blwyddyn a mwy o “lockdown” yn dechrau dod nôl i fywyd
normal, ond beth fydd ystyr normal o hyn ymlaen. Faint o’r arferion ‘rydym ni
bellach wedi cyfarwyddo a nhw yn ystod y cyfnod rhyfedd hwn fydd yn parhau yn y dyfodol. A fyddwn yn hoffi gweithio o adref a mynd i gerdded yn lleol
bob dydd? A fyddwn yn dymuno aros yn glyd o fewn pedair wal ein cartrefi,
clywed yr adar bach yn canu yn ein gerddi a peidio rhuthro’n wyllt o fan hyn i
fan draw a nol. Diddorol iawn – pwy a wŷr?

				Diolch
Diolch byth am ddiwedd blwyddyn Diolch byth am ddechrau blwyddyn
Blwyddyn hir y cadw draw		
Agor drws i’r awyr iach
Cuddio gwyneb, golchi dwylo		
Mynd am dro a chwrdd a ffrindiau
Neb yn mentro estyn llaw		
A rhoi cwtsh i’r teulu bach
			
Nawr mae natur yn dihuno
			Ŵyn ar fryn yn chwarae’n iach
			
Gwanwyn ddaw i’n bywyd ninnau
			
Diolch byth am frechiad fach		

Gol.

Yn ystod y cyfnod hwn, mae llawer o deuluoedd a ffrindiau wedi bod yn cyfardod ar “Zoom” ac yn cynnal cwis. Dyma cwis bach i ni yma yn Nhrewyddel.

(atebion ar dudalen arall)

3 641, 4 Alun Wyn
8 Aneurin Bevan, 9

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pwy oedd mam Dewi Sant?
Ble cynhaliwyd yr Eisteddfod cyntaf?
Sawl castell sydd yng Nhymru? (Mae gan Gymru mwy o gestyll na unrhyw
wlad yn Ewrop)
Pwy yw capten tîm rygbi Cymru?
Pwy yw capten tîm pel droed Cymru?
Beth yw hyd Llwybr yr Arfordir Sir Benfro?
Beth yw enw’r mynydd uchaf yng Nghymru?
Pa Gymro sefydlodd y Gwasanaeth Iechyd Genhedlaethol (NHS)?
Beth yw ystyr enw’r mynydd “Carn Ingli”
‘Rwyf yn edrych tuag at Craig Wylan. Ble ‘rydw i’n sefyll?

ATEBION I’R CWIS CYMRAEG: 1 Non, 2 Aberteifi,
Jones, 5 Gareth Bale, 6 186 milltir, 7 Y Wyddfa,
Mynydd Yr Angylion, 10 Patshyn Glas, Ceibwr

1.
2.
3.

HOW IT WAS FOR US! COVID 19
What a strange situation & I still find it hard to comprehend. How come
something so small it cannot be seen, can bring the whole world to almost
a halt? After all, man has landed on the moon, a mobile camera on Mars &
almost all impossible, seems possible in the developed world. Just take our
spending with a bit of plastic, waved over a small machine & all over the world!
Talking to someone in Australia as though they were in the next room!
I am so glad I live here, in this small village within sight of the sea, with a
lovely, caring community all too willing to help their fellow man. How others
coped in high rise flats surrounded by concrete, maybe with young children
home schooling, I do not know. At first we took advantage of the kind
younger folk to do our shopping but then my independent spirit took over
& I allowed myself to do this necessary chore. Surely the younger life is more
important with more to give to the world, than myself who is well past my ‘use
by date’. In one way, I feel it is a year out of our lives, particularly when we may
not have so much but quite honestly, we have not done too badly. We have
coped well & had quite a good life in spite of the restrictions.
Perhaps when lockdown first started, it was a little bit of a novelty as we tried
to keep to Government guide lines, sidling past each other as we met on
walks. Trying to support our elderly friends & relatives by dutifully phoning
whether they wanted the intrusion or not. Making face masks, trying to
obtain elastic & other requirements over the internet. I even had to buy more
thread on line! At first, not having to be anywhere, not having to set the alarm
was even bliss. We managed to clear all sorts of jobs & even managed to
paint the outside of the house. Then we were rewarded with that beautiful
Spring weather. It was even lovely & perhaps selfish not having to share the
area & our lovely Cove with the visitors. One day we walked to Ceibwr, sat on
the beach in the sun & had the place to ourselves. Then there was our lovely
community spirit, supporting each other & cheering each other up. In fact
Black Lane seemed quite crowded at times at barely only 7ft wide in places,
as you met other folk & stopped for chats. No one was in a hurry. But the
beaches of Poppit & Newport were off limits in that first lockdown, with even
the car parks closed to deter visitors.
Then there was the panic buying. Believe it or not, loo rolls being top of the
list! One poor nurse who had been on duty over 12 hours, found the shelves
in her local store empty of the necessary. After this, stores tried to be more
helpful to those serving our most basic needs with limited time to shop.
Everywhere folk did all they could to help those who needed it including
those who were working on the front lines. The pressure on the medical staff
was immense as they found their way through something they have never
had to deal with before. With so many deaths, it must be very demoralising,
knowing they had done all they could & yet still the patient died, to come
back the next day & deal with it all over again.

But as the months passed, we grew restless & when on July 11th, we were
allowed to holiday in self contained accommodation. We soon packed our
motor home up & off we went to a pre booked site...at Dinas!!! I suppose it
was a surprise to see other places just as we knew them before lockdown. We
usually never book but with every motor home, caravan owner hitting the
road, looking for that idyllic location, it felt necessary to book. We were right
as every site was fully booked. At first we were a little nervous coming out of
the safety of our village but we soon relaxed, staying in Wales & supporting as
many local businesses as we could, teas, coffees, fish & chips & even beers. We
always ate outside, sanitising hands, wearing face masks, being very careful.
We did not feel at risk.
We even had a visit from my family, so it really felt good & maybe the worst
was over!!! In Sept, we even journeyed to our favourite area (after here of
course!) the very N. W of Scotland & the now heavily promoted NC500. We
had a great time but this most northerly remote area was quite overwhelmed
with other motor homers (owned & hired) all trying to get that last holiday
before winter. The local residents were quite taken aback with the numbers
& the congestion on the narrow roads. The services for this remote area were
not up to the numbers crowding the area. Every camp site was fully booked
till end of Oct, & in some areas there was nothing but glorious wild scenery.
I am so glad we went; it made the past lockdowns nothing but an
inconvenience. When we arrived home the weather broke & we were in for
another 2 week lock down which passed with no problems as short. Then
just before Christmas, another lock down. This lock down has dragged,
probably because of the dismal winter weather & our lack of celebrations
over Christmas. We knew it was very necessary as we watched the daily rising
of positive Covid numbers, the huge death tolls & the pressure on our over
worked hospitals.
Now we are getting our vaccines & hoping against hope that, one day, the
world will return to something like normal.
I know in this village we will always have our lovely community spirit, let us
hope the rest of the world will keep that helping each other spirit. Let us
hope like the rebuilding after the 2nd world war, we will build a better future,
but looking after the environment with more respect giving our children
something worthwhile to grow up in. I imagine the children & students will
never forget the time they were home school or studies. Something to tell
their grandchildren about in later years.
Something else I have learned, that everyone else is far more IT literate than
myself!! Maybe, just maybe, when the chap in the market is open, I will buy a
second hand smart phone, which will probably give me headaches trying to
understand all its functions!!!
Diana Illingworth 5 March 21

VE Day Moylgrove Summer 2020
My favourite day of lockdown…
Once the idea had spread, (that socially distanced street parties were allowed),
here in the Middle Earth part of Moyly we arranged a mini ‘socially distanced’
gathering.
Each house had separate tables ,chairs, prosecco and cake - we also had tunes
to sway along with.
Unfortunately, we were reported to the police and a blue lit car whizzed up
the road.
He surveyed the scene and came to the happy conclusion that we were able
to continue…
This called for more Prosecco and ended in me missing the midnight brandy
and coffee, as I popped into the house to fetch a fleece around 9ish. I found
myself awake at 3 in the morning on top of the bed in a fleece!

Winter Harvest from the Forest Garden
The winter period is spent looking at the trees and deciding which need
pollarding and coppicing and also where brambles have become a nuisance.
A lot of the trees around the boundary and some of the quick growing trees
such as the Alder will need to be worked on about every 6 years. I also look to
see what gaps need to be filled with new plants and where there are suckers
and seedlings that need to be removed.
The illustrations show a willow being reduced and eventually coppiced with
Buzz the cat who joins in every task I do, nice to have his company. A 20 year
old Alder that’s having its 3rd pollard, that spade, the inside of my wood store
and lastly the Nanking cherry harbinger of spring blossom.
I use every part of the tree, large logs and stems down to kindling for the fire
and the brash wood reduced to form a mulch to be spread around the base
of trees. Good billets are saved for spoon and chair making Etc. All this is done
with hand tools axe, bow saw, pruning saw and bill hook.
What to do with brambles I cut the stems down to ground level using shears
and then dig the roots out with my Root Slayer. This tool is a serious spade. It’s
also great for removing unwanted saplings and in particular blackthorn suckers. Brambles will re-grow if the roots are left.
The bramble brash is also left to rot down around the base of trees as a mulch.
One other winter harvest which needs to be cut in Feb is basket willow and
I was able to offer a substantial amount to the Cilgerran fruit and nuts club
who are establishing a Forest Garden at the back of the football field. A combination of golden, purple and green stems cut annually from pollarded
trunks in my wet area, were used.(many thanks to Kingsley Chesworth for his
gift of superb purple stems some of which have grown to 3m in one season)
As we come into spring there is grass to scythe cardboard to put round trees
that need mulching and planting up the new trees. One of which is a very
rare and on the endangered red list, Sorbus Domestica otherwise known
as the Service Tree, in fact it is native to the UK but has only been found in
a few dwindling populations , there is one small group growing on cliff tops
in Glamorgan. It produces an apple like fruit which can’t be eaten fresh but
rather like a Medlar has to be bletted when I am told it is very nice. There are
several other plants which I will grow on in pots until they are large enough
to plant out including Plum Yew, Maqui berry, and Japanese Medlar. All of this
activity goes on amongst a gradual uprising of wonderful blossom which will
culminate in April May with a dazzling Apple blossom display.
Bruce Slark

Hearts, Pebbles, Shells and Glass
Endless fabulous walks around the Bay have become normal for all of us this
past year.
I began collecting sea glass at the beginning of lock down and hoped to fill a
large glass jar, now it’s in every room in the house and I’ve been busy making
earrings.
More recently I’ve collected heart shaped pebbles and left them near the
steps by the river at the bay.
I hoped they may prompt a smile, I was smiling when I found there had been
other designs added as well as other treasures left there to be enjoyed by all.

